APPENDIX VII

EXTENSION OF THE TEXT
EXTENSION OF THE TEXT

SPECIMEN 1

All the other creatures laughed loudly at this silly question, and they set upon the red fox and his friends and drove them out of the region.

The red fox knew the fact and wanted to prove it others. Red fox called zebra and said the truth to him. Zebra says, “I don’t believe your words, otherwise you prove it”. They planned according to that the owl should save zebra from the chase of red fox. By this plan zebra accepted the fox’s idea.

**Climax: I** Since the owl was the leader of the group. All the animals follow owl where he went. The owl continued his way in the mount road without knowing the coming of the lorry. The hawk reported to the owl “there’s danger ahead” The zebra asked hawk to help them, and asked to stop the lorry by distrubing the driver when the lorry came very near to the group.

The group continued their way unknowing their danger. The hawk did his work properly at the correct time. The driver put the sudden break infront of the owl. From this all the animals understood the fact and thanked red fox for saving their life.

**Climax :II**

The owl and its group followed their way in the mount road. The zebra and Red fox wanted to divert their way inorder to save their life. So in the side of the mount road the zebra and its group did some magic works.

By the time the lorry was coming towards the group. The owl didn’t care about anything arround it, continued his walking . All the animals rushed to see the magic. When the lorry hit the owl, it was killed.

From this the animals realized their fault.

SPECIMEN - 2

The Owl who was God

“Who?” said the owl calmly, for he could not see truck. “He’s God!” cried all the creatures again. Suddenly the lorry driver put a sudden break and came down. He asked the secretary bird what was happening there. The secretary bird explained to him everything. The driver said to the birds, “Hey! foolish birds don’t you know the owl can’t see in sunlight?” The birds blinked at him. Then
they understood their fault. The owl asked for pardon. The owl thanked him for saving his life. All the birds thanked him and gave him a good send-off.

**SPECIMEN - 3**

**The Owl who was God**

II. All the creatures followed him. At that time a man came nearby and aimed at a tiger. He fired at the tiger. On hearing the terrible sound all the birds flew in different directions. Even though the owl can't see it also flew away in some direction. But alas! The owl stepped into the land where the forest fire is spreading through. The owl walked straightly and the fire surrounded him and he was burnt to ashes.

"Can he see in the day time too?" asked a red fox. The birds replied "We don't know". The red fox says "We will test him. Then we can understand whether it has the ability to see in day time".

All the birds agreed.

The next day morning all the birds along with the owl went to a place where there is a deep and wide pit.

III. All the birds appreciated his majestic walk. Feeling proud, the owl walked straightly. The birds go on praising his walk. All of a sudden, the owl slipped into the pit which was so deep. On seeing this, all the birds came to know that the owl cannot see in day time. Then the owl came up from the pit. All the birds asked him if he really had the sight in daytime.

Then the owl accepted the truth. Then it asked for pardon. All the birds forgave him and the owl went on his way.